SARS-COV2- ISOTHERMAL RT- PCR KIT (FOR RESEARCH USE ONLY)
PACKAGE INSERT AND COLOUR CHART

KIT
CONTENTS

1. Test Cartridges, Qty. 25
(Note: Quantity may vary as per the customer’s order)
2. Package Insert (PI)
3. Instructions for use (IFU)
4. Safety Data Sheet (SDS)
5. Certificate of Analysis (CoA)

SUMMARY
AND
EXPLANATION

Covid-19 is a disease caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2. SARS-CoV-2 is a singlestranded, positive-sense RNA virus capable of person-to-person transmission and can cause mild to severe
respiratory illness including death. QuikPath SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic Test Kit is an IVD test utilizing isothermal
PCR and colorimetric dye-based sensing for the qualitative and visual detection of the covid-19 SARS-CoV-2
viral RNA. In this package insert, we have provided pertinent and timely information about the QuikPath SARSCoV-2 diagnostic Test Kit.

TEST
DESCRIPTION
QuikPath SARS-CoV-2 Diagnostic Test Kit is a Nucleic Acid Amplification

pistons of the Cartridge are pulled up to maximum height and plunged

Test for detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA. It uses Reverse transcriptase

down to the bottom. This transfers an aliquot of buffer into the reaction

Loop-mediated isothermal amplification in a sample-to-result cartridge

chamber of cartridge which amplifies any existing viral RNA. Cartridge

format, wherein presence of virus results in colour change in the tube from

contains buffer, enzymes, and colorimetric reagents, required for four

pink to yellow after 40 minutes incubation. The test gives a qualitative pos-

assay steps: Lysis of the virus, Reverse transcription of viral RNA to

itive or negative result based on colorimetric readout which is detected by

cDNA, Nucleic acid amplification, and Detection. To run the reaction,

eye. Test is performed by inserting nasopharyngeal or oropharyngeal swab

heat block set at 65 °C for 40 minutes and test result is interpreted by

specimens into buffer chamber in Cartridge to solubilize the sample. The

visualizing colour change in the tubes of the Test Cartridge.

INDICATION

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS

QuikPath SARS-CoV-2 Diagnostic Test Kit uses nasopharyngeal and

• Do not use if pouch contents are damaged; Do not use Test Kit

oropharyngeal swab specimens, collected from patients suspected of
covid-19 by healthcare provider. Positive results are indicative of the
presence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA; clinical correlation with patient history
and other diagnostic information is necessary to determine patient
infection status. SARS-CoV-2 RNA is generally detectable in nasopharyngeal or oropharyngeal swab specimens during acute phase of infection.
Positive results do not rule out bacterial infection or co-infection with
other viruses. Negative results do not preclude SARS-CoV-2 infection
and should not be used as sole basis for patient management decisions.

after expiration
• Single- use only; Do not re-use the Test Cartridges and
reagents
• Store at -25 °C to -15 °C. Ship in tightly sealed polystyrene
boxes with gel ice packs (-20°C). Lower than -35°C will freeze
the reagents
• For optimal performance, use the Specimen Collection Swabs
recommended by CDC

Negative results must be combined with clinical observations, patient

• For detailed instructions, refer the enclosed IFU

history, and epidemiological information. Testing with the QuikPath

• Positive and negative control swabs to be purchased

SARS-CoV-2 Diagnostic Test Kit is intended for use by qualified labora-

separately

tory personnel specifically instructed and trained in the techniques of
real-time PCR and in vitro diagnostic procedures.
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RESULTS INTERPRETATION TABLE

Note: In the below table, “+” symbol denotes positive, “-” symbol denotes negative.
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1. INTERPRETATION
OF TEST RESULTS
Refer to the Colour Chart below for steps to determine Positive and Negative Results. Also refer to
the images in the Results Interpretation table below for test results validity interpretation.
Note: Look closely at the colour change in both tubes (C & T) to interpret the test results. Visualize the tubes in
natural lighting. Individuals with colour-impaired vision may not be able to adequately interpret test results.

2. In Colour Chart, find difference between Initial colour grade (Test procedure-step 3) & final colour grade (Test procedure-step 5)
3. If, (Final colour grade — Initial colour grade) >= 2: Test result is Positive
If, (Final colour grade — Initial colour grade) < 2: Test result is Negative

Note: If an invalid result is obtained, sample may be rerun. A new sample should be collected and run with a new Test Cartridge.
Disclaimer: This kit has received Provisional Authorization from the Health Sciences Authority (HSA) in Singapore as “QuikPath SARS-CoV2- Isothermal RT-PCR
Kit”. COVID19- tests with provisional authorization from HSA can be supplied to all healthcare institutions, including private hospitals, medical clinics, and clinical
laboratories, in Singapore. This provisional authorization is based on a risk-calibrated review process that considers the design aspects of the test (e.g. primers and probe
design, target sequence in the viral RNA) and the supporting validation data (e.g. limit of detection, cross reactivity, inclusivity). Periodic reports on specific data on the
safety and/or performance of these tests will be required to be submitted to HSA post authorization to assure the continued performance of these devices. If any safety
or performance issues are observed, HSA will require relevant follow up actions at the manufacturer’s end. This provisional authorization has been implemented as an
interim measure in response to the current public health need for timely detection of COVID19- infections. This Test Kit may solely be used for research use or
evaluation purpose and not for clinical purposes and may not be resold or used for any other purpose. QuikPath shall not be held liable for any intentional or unintentional
use that is not in compliance with the terms of the IFU and/or the terms and conditions of HSA’s provisional authorization. QuikPath makes no warranty, expressed or
implied and accept no responsibility or liability in respect of false results which are within the limits of the declared specifications of the tests offered. No representation
or warranty is given by QuikPath or any member, employee or other person connected with QuikPath as to the accuracy of any test methods or test results. Neither
QuikPath nor any member, employee or other person connected with any QuikPath shall have any liability or responsibility in respect of any healthcare institutions,
including private hospitals, medical clinics and clinical laboratories, in Singapore or the accuracy of any test methods, test results or reports produced by any healthcare
institutions, including private hospitals, medical clinics and clinical laboratories, in Singapore.
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